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The 13th Valley 2012-07-04 a work that has served as a literary cornerstone for the vietnam generation
the 13th valley follows the strange and terrifying vietnam combat experiences of james chelini a
telephone systems installer who finds himself an infantryman in territory controlled by the north
vietnamese army spiraling deeper and deeper into a world of conflict and darkness this harrowing
account of chelini s plunge and immersion into jungle warfare traces his evolution from a semipacifist to
an all out warmonger the seminal novel on the vietnam experience the 13th valley is a classic that
illuminates the war in southeast asia like no other book
The Vietnam War Trilogy 2017-02-27 three classic novels by john m del vecchio about vietnam cambodia
and the aftermath of war a classic combat novel and national book award finalist the 13th valley follows
the terrifying vietnam combat experiences of james chelini a telephone systems installer who finds
himself an infantryman in the north vietnamese army infested mountains of the i corps tactical zone
spiraling deeper and deeper into a world of conflict and darkness this harrowing account plunges chelini
into jungle warfare and traces his evolution from semi pacifist to all out combat crazed soldier the
seminal novel on the vietnam experience the 13th valley is a classic that illuminates the war in southeast
asia like no other book some reviewers have called for the sake of all living things the most terrifying
book they have ever read this saga follows a rural cambodian family father chhoun his beautiful daughter
vathana and his young son samnang who becomes the khmer rouge yothea met nang from the mid
sixties through the escalation of the civil war into the horrors of the holocaust and finally to the country s
quest for rebirth documenting their story is american special forces captain john sullivan who served with
the military equipment delivery team and who has fallen in love with vathana carry me home brings the
troops back to america a nation confused and divided by the wars in southeast asia in this poignant epic
del vecchio transports a group of soldiers to their final battlefield the home front high meadow farm in
the fertile hill country of central pennsylvania becomes their salvation in vietnam they had been brothers
in arms now in the face of personal tragedy and bureaucratic deception they create an even deeper
allegiance one of the spirit and of the land this is the remarkable story of the veterans struggle to find
one another and themselves in its scope breadth and brilliance carry me home is much more than a
novel about vietnam vets it is a testament to history and hope to hometowns and homecomings to love
and loss and to faith and family it is an inspiring and unforgettable novel about america itself
Annual Report of the State Bureau of Labor Statistics, Coal in Illinois 1896 1919 28 cumulation includes
material previously issued in the 1919 20 1935 36 issues and also material not published separately for
1927 28 1929 39 cumulation includes material previously issued in the 1929 30 1935 36 issues and also
material for 1937 39 not published separately
Bibliography of North American Geology 1966 autobiography of a revolutionary soldier james potter
collins revised and prepared by john m roberts p 215 374
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications 1984 excerpt from the early germans
of new jersey their history churches and genealogies this work is the result of an attempt to discover the
exact time of the first settlement of new jersey by people of the german race it is believed that this fact
has been ascertained with sufficient certainty between 1710 and 1713 nearly all palatines who have left
any trace of their presence began to arrive in the state and to fulfill their important part in the upbuilding
of this commonwealth in the course of this investigation extending as it needs must do in so many
directions and having to do with so many records a large amount of valuable material would naturally
accumulate this has appeared to the author to be worth pre serving even though the labor and expense
and risk of so large a book would be required for that purpose about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Sixty Years in the Nueces Valley, 1870-1930 1930 collection of the monthly climatological reports of
the united states by state or region with monthly and annual national summaries
Geological Survey Bulletin 1963 collection of the monthly climatological reports of the united states
by state or region with monthly and annual national summaries
Hearings 1959 egypt the valley of the kings 1905 an american robber baron peers through the hole he
has cut in an ancient tomb wall and discovers the richest trove of golden treasure ever seen in egypt at
the start of the twentieth century theodore davis was the most famous archaeologist in the world his
career turned tomb robbing and treasure hunting into a science using six of davis s most important
discoveries from the female pharaoh hatshepsut s sarcophagus to the exquisite shabti statuettes looted
from the egyptian museum not too long ago as a lens around which to focus his quintessentially
american rags to riches tale adams chronicles the dizzying rise of a poor country preacher s son who
through corruption and fraud amassed tremendous wealth in gilded age new york and then atoned for his
ruthless career by inventing new standards for systematic excavation in the field of archaeology davis



found a record eighteen tombs in the valley and breaking with custom gave all the spoils of his
discoveries to museums a confederate of boss tweed friend of teddy roosevelt and rival of j p morgan the
colorful american lord carnarvon shared his newport mansion with his rembrandts his wife and his
mistress the only reason davis has been forgotten by history to a large extent is probably the fact that he
stopped just short of king tutankhamen s tomb the discovery of which propelled howard carter davis s
erstwhile employee to worldwide fame just a few short years later drawing on rare and never before
published archival material the millionaire and the mummies the first biography of theodore davis ever
written rehabilitates a tarnished image through a thrilling tale of crime and adventure filled with larger
than life characters unimaginable treasures and exotic settings
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